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I. OBJECTIVE OF THE PROJECT
When our predecessors million year ago set fire in the cave they could not think
about manned trip to Moon. Now we do not think about trip to other galaxy. And just
because science tells us that now it is not possible.
But it will be. And this project's goal is to make it happen faster. No one knows if we
need 100, 1000 or more years. But we can start to work on it now.
There are many scientist and businesses that work on travels to Moon, Mars and
even to nearby solar systems. These travels are within our reach. But for
intergalactic travels we need breakthrough and not only improved propulsion, faster
ships or more time.
Bad news is that reasonable person will not invest into searching breakthrough
which is practically impossible. God news for you as an investor is that I do not ask
you for investing in pure fiction project.
I ask you to invest in profitable businesses and gain profits. Another part of profits
will go to foundation that Docon will create in the future.
So objective of this project is to create foundation that will support research for
means of intergalactic travels. And finally find some way to visit some galaxy millions
light years away (nearest spiral galaxy to our Milky Way is 2.5 million light-years
away from Earth).
With all technologies that are available now we can say that we just stick our heads
out of our cave. We should not let us convince that we will never pass the mountains
we see far away. And sure do not believe that only space professionals and
certificated out of the cave watchers have a right to plan outside cave trips.

II. BUSINESS, PROFITS + 1% LIFETIME SHARE
As asking for donations is not planned, profitable business has to be run to support
foundation.
If you actively searching for business opportunities I would like you to invite you to
invest in business ideas that fits your needs and experience.
In contrary to typical start-ups that are looking for investors Docon will present you a
few projects tailored to your profile. You will chose the best. And all details, plans,
profits are negotiable.
Then, when Docon creates further other businesses you will gain again – that is 1%
lifetime share concept.

5% of all profits made by all concerned businesses will be passed to initial investors.
These 5% will be divided between 5 investors.
Four 1% shares will belong to investors that invest 50000 GBP capital each and the
fifth 1% share goes to so called " HR investor" which is explained in last paragraph.
(Investors with any capital are welcomed 50K threshold concerns only these “1%” investors)

To become investor and secure your 1% overall profit you need to invest about 50K
GBP. And reasons why this crazy idea is not as risky as it may appear at first glance
below:
- at the beginning I will present you 5-10 business ideas that you can invest,
- your first investment do not have be higher than 5000GBP,
- when first, small business brings profits you are presented with another 5-10
business ideas to choose from, and this it the moment when you decide if you want
to go with your 50K capital.
Profits that you make from your investments will be negotiated individually.
So for example it could looks as below:
1st investment - you take 80% of profit after taxation
2nd investment - you take 75% of profit after taxation
So if the 2 businesses will be profitable by next dozens of years you will get your
profits each year. Plus 1% profit of all Docon project businesses operations in future.
But there is one catch. If you as an investor would like to participate in decisions
within projects you invested in - you will secure your future 1% only if business bring
profits.
If you pass decisions on me and will not interfere you will secure your 1% future
profit even if this particular business managed by me in which your invested your
money is not profitable.
Business brings profits

Business does not bring profits

You participate in decisions

1% lifetime share

1% lifetime share NOT GRANTED

You do not participate in
decisions

1% lifetime share

1% lifetime share

So shortly - risks as in usual investment projects but much higher profits expected
in future.
If you are interested I will send you NDA. Then we both sign and after you send me
your requirements and suggestions (if any) I will start to present business ideas and
we can discuss them, try to find best investment solution for you, develop project
and run it successfully.

III. WHY TO INVEST IN DOCON?
Why are my advantages? Why I will be effective project manager of businesses that
you will invest in?
My position is unique at the crossroads of several streams of information and
experiences.
From 8 years I work as independent consultant delivering my services to various
companies worldwide (Europe, Asia, US). I do not work for government or
governmental subsided companies but mainly for these businesses that are
exposed to competition. I worked for largest furniture manufacturer in Europe, for
world leading IT company, for world's largest DIY retailer and dozens of SME's.
As my main activity is collecting, analyzing and reporting business information I'm in
everyday touch with various companies, branches, data. So shortly - I'm closer to
real economy and everyday business than Harvard Business Review.
I studied economics and propaganda (public relations) and have a knowledge in
field of social psychology, sociobiology, social physics. So I know how businesses
works from social side.
From the other hand I visited many modern factories and traditional workshops so I
understand how production works. I worked as electrician on construction sites so
I'm used to solving problems quickly and in effective way. I also worked as salesman
in brick and mortar retail and online sales. And successfully run some very small
businesses with my pocket money.
As for management side - I have experience with managing people autocratic style (
I'm military reserve sergeant ) and persuasive way ( I managed freelancers teams).
And can switch easily.
Thanks to that unique set of experiences and knowledge you can be sure that your
investment is in good hands of person that understand well business environment,
logic of company and human behavior.
Besides of final objective of the project - supporting research for means of
intergalactic travels, please take note that you will not invest in crazy dreams but in
business ideas deeply rooted in reality. And the dream which I invite you to
participate will not influence performance of businesses you will investing in.
If you are interested you will find more details about my recent activities in my CV.

IV. FOUNDATION
Why we need business supported foundation to make that project works?
Governments, which still are main investors in space technologies and sponsor of
scientific research, depend on public opinion. Some day voters can demand to stop
spending money on space research. Especially when it stops to bring weapon
technology advantage or hopes for exploiting new resources will diminish drastically.
Look for example on history of SETI project.
From the other hand businesses tends to invest in projects that can bring returns in
period maximum a few dozens of years and are not interested to donate money for
pursuit of dreams. That is why we need some entity independent from state and
third party businesses.
Foundation will search for and support breakthrough. How exactly?
Taking into consideration time that we need to develop businesses and earn
reasonable funds, we do not have to decide now.
Tasks of the foundations will be:
- searching for ideas and people that works on interesting things, evaluate and
support them,
- education,
- initiation of research,
- etc.
Personally I think that after years of science pioneers working individually ( like
Newton) then scientific teams (last century) in the future we need creative artificial
intelligence and robots teams to create ideas, check how they working and
effectively solve new more and more complex problems. So maybe at beginning we
will support artificial intelligence projects.
Or maybe we will help to search for other civilizations in space to ask them to pass
us solutions or help to develop intergalactic travel devices. But maybe we are the
first civilization in Universe (improbable but someone had to be first).
So it would be also good direction if we will search for lone wolf geniuses and help
them with their work. And even if their inventions would be not turning points but just
useful progress it is still worth to help them. And if their innovations would be
commercialized it will help to develop Docon operations.
But shortly - before we start to search for solutions we have to secure funds first

V. NAME OF THE PROJECT
At the beginning I was thinking to title this project with name of the most distant
galaxy ever seen ( galaxy z8_GND_5296 - 13.1 gigalight-years from Earth) but as
this name was very unfamiliar finally project was called Docon.
Docon Draconis (other names: Mrk 0205, PGC 039975) is another galaxy/quasar
and only one billion light-years from Earth. And Docon (dokòn, latinized docon) is the
present participle of “dokeò” to seem, expressing the fact that this galaxy seems
different from what it is in reality.
Source: Catalogue of Named Galaxies (
http://www.bodifee.be/acms/acmsdata/document/9/184_CNG catalogue.pdf )

And idiom "appearances can be deceiving" fits very well this project witch may
appear a bit crazy at first glance.
Of course name of the project does not imply which galaxy we would like to visit first.
It is just symbolic name.

The spiral galaxy NGC 4319 [center] and a Docon Draconis [upper right]
Source:
http://www.spacetelescope.org/images/opo0223a/
NASA/ESA and The Hubble Heritage Team STScI/AURA)

VI. THE HR INVESTOR

As for 5th investor - HR investor, case is different. HR investor can secure his/her
1% profit of all Docon businesses operations in future by simply hiring me for a
period up to 5 year which I suppose I need to collect capital to start to run full scale
business. Professional attitude guaranteed. Docon idea will not influence my
performance. Other people has some engaging hobbies too. And if I leave earlier
you are still a winner with all my services delivered and your 1% lifetime share.
As for now I work as independent consultant for various clients which it takes a lot of
time to negotiate, switch between different tasks, preparing offers, etc. That is why I
search for one&only employer which can hire me for 35-40 hours a week.
So it is no risk involved for HR investor. Companies hires and pay people anyhow.
But there is a catch here - I'm looking for job witch contains at least a bit of problem
solving and is paid not less than my last full time job (could be 50% if job is really
interesting and company at stage of development ).
I'm best in searching for, interpreting and analyzing information. I can deal also with
Big Data or programming, but need some time to learn given language or tools.
Can do market analysis, export-import, sourcing, product development, marketing,
SEO, innovation, establishing system based on psychology, online investigations,
etc. Could be independent specialist or manager job. Preferably constantly changing
tasks of different types - in areas that company would like to try new solutions to
gain more efficiency. Preferably home-based but any place is to discuss.
If you are interested I will send you my CV. Please contact me under e-mail:
docon@infotimes.pl

VII. CONTACT, NEWSLETTER, CROWDFUNDING
KRZYSZTOF KURPIECKI
WEBSITE: docon.infotimes.pl
PHONE: 0048 504 637 052
E-MAIL: docon@infotimes.pl
Feel free to contact me:
–
–
–
–
–

if you want to ask a question, make a suggestion,
support the project any way,
recommend an investor,
invest,
etc.

Please subscribe the NEWSLETTER and you will be informed of any progress of
the project, investment options (crowd-funding could be available later), cooperation
opportunities, etc. To subscribe just send me an e-mail with „SUBSCRIBE” in title.
(„unsubscribe” to unsubscribe).

And the story behind this project? Not very exciting but here you are:
http://docon.infotimes.pl/docon_story.html

